Additional Contacts Form Quick Reference

Intended User: Physicians, Nurses, Research Coordinators, Support Personnel

If you would like to add additional contacts to receive alerts, reminders, and confirmation emails for this patient, select the “Begin Survey” button next to the text label “Additional Contacts (optional).” Please note that patient PHI will be viewable through this link, and it should be treated as PHI.

You may add up to five additional contacts on this form. You may add one contact, submit, and return to edit the form later to add additional contacts. These contacts will receive all email reminders, confirmations, and alerts for this patient.

Select “Submit” when you complete this form, as that is the only way to receive an email confirmation. You may return to edit this form later if needed.

Help/Support

- Email: USCovidPlasma@mayo.edu
- Website: https://www.uscovidplasma.org/